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. . .as summarized by Smith Shellnut Wilson 

Equity Markets 

• Major U.S. stock indexes increased last week, driven by encouraging economic data and
hopes for broad-based tax reform.

9/29 Close 10/6 Close Change 
Dow Jones 22,405 22,774 Up 1.6% 
S&P 500 2,519 2,549 Up 1.2% 
NASDAQ 6,496 6,590 Up 1.4% 
KBW Bank Index 99.26 100.75 Up 1.5% 

Financials 

• Regulators closed no additional banks last week, leaving year-to-date closures at six.

• JPMorgan, Citigroup, Bank of America and Wells Fargo are set to report third-quarter
results next week, with many analysts expecting weak top-line trading revenues.

Credit Markets 

• U.S. Treasury yields rose slightly last week on generally positive economic data,
including in pickup in worker earnings.

9/29 Close 10/6 Close Change 
3 month Tsy 1.05% 1.07% Up 2 bps 
2 year Tsy 1.49% 1.51% Up 2 bps 
5 year Tsy 1.94% 1.96% Up 2 bps 
10 year Tsy 2.34% 2.36% Up 2 bps 

• Hartford’s bonds are hovering not far from record lows as the Connecticut capital
inches closer toward a deadline it set for exploring bankruptcy; the city warned in a
Sept. 7th letter to lawmakers that it may seek authority to file for Chapter 9 bankruptcy
in 60 days “if there is no budget or additional State funding in place at that time.”

• Market-implied odds of a Fed rate hike by year end rose to more than 75%, based on
January 2018 fed funds futures, after the wage component of the September nonfarm
payrolls report beat estimates and August results were revised higher.
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Treasury/Fed/Administration/Congress 

• The Senate voted last week to confirm Randal Quarles as the Federal Reserve’s vice
chairman for supervision, an important victory for the Trump administration in its
campaign to reduce financial regulations put in place in the wake of 2008 financial
crisis.

• The Trump administration is set to release its blueprint for overhauling regulation and
streamlining rules affecting U.S. markets, an expansive list of priorities that touches on
the stock, bond and derivatives trading that fuels Walls Street profits.

Economy 

• America’s service industries expanded in September at the fastest clip in 12 years,
signaling vibrancy across the bulk of the economy following two major hurricanes, a
survey from the Institute for Supply Management showed last week.

• Core durable goods orders and shipments registered stronger-than-expected gains
last month, which will help offset much of the hurricane-related weakness in the third
quarter.

• The narrowing of the trade deficit to $42.4 billion in August, from $43.6 billion in July,
provides further evidence that net trade is on course to make a small positive
contribution to third-quarter GDP growth.

• The number of workers on U.S. payrolls fell 33,000 last month, the first monthly
decline since 2010, reflecting major disruptions from hurricanes Harvey and Irma,
while the jobless rate fell to a new 16-year low and wage gains accelerated.

This Week 

Economic data scheduled to be released this week include producer and consumer price 
indexes and retail sales. 

Quote 

“A ship in harbor is safe - - but that’s not what ships are for.” 

- -John A. Shedd

The source for the information above is Bloomberg News unless otherwise noted. 
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